This two day course is designed to introduce individuals to the basic tactics, techniques and procedures to safely and effectively enter a structure and move through it as part of a team or a single individual. Some of the topics covered will be planning, structure and room layout, entry techniques, areas of responsibility, angles, and danger areas.

LE Members & Teams are encouraged to participate.

**Day 1** will begin in the classroom where we will cover planning, approach to structure, entry points, room layouts and the best way to approach an entry for effective movement into that room or structure. Once in the shoot house, students will begin with dry run entry's to ensure everyone understands the basic entry and movement principles. Day one will focus on team entry techniques.

**Day 2** will focus on single man entry techniques and principles while still focusing on the proper techniques for use of cover, movement, angles and danger areas.

The entire course will be held using simmunitions, NO LIVE AMMO will be used throughout the course. After the initial classroom portion of the course students be issued a SIMMUNITION Glock pistol, ammunition, and protective equipment. Towards the end of each training day, students will go up against live role players raising realism to a new level.

This is NOT a beginner course. Students should have a clear understanding of safe gun handling.

*This course is instructed by former military veteran with extensive Military Operations in Urban Terrain, and by law enforcement SWAT personnel.*

If you have any questions please don't hesitate to contact Homestead Training Center Training staff.

**Materials Required to Participate:**
- Holster
- Mag Pouches
- Your Firearm
- Minimum 400 Rounds
- Eye/Ear Protection
- Minimum 3 Of Magazines

**Recommended Items:**
- Water/Electrolytes
- Insect Repellent
- Food
- Sun screen (not oil based)